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Textbooks have a bad reputation in science studies because they are considered the vari-

ety of scientific literature most remote from the creative source of knowledge. They are

usually placed at the bottom of a long chain of writings stemming from laboratory note-

books, moving to oral presentations in larger and larger circles to journal articles, then to

popular magazines, and finally to textbooks. If “the writing of textbooks is the last exis-

tential act in science,” as John Brooke put it, it is clear that textbooks have nothing to tell

us about the enthusiasm of creation, about the tangled labyrinth of the construction of

scientific facts, or about the struggles with instruments and colleagues—all interesting

facets of “science in action.”1 Historians of science consequently pay little attention to

textbooks and use them only insofar as they provide a window onto “normal science.”

Only a limited group of textbooks are mentioned by historians of science. In the case

of chemistry, Lavoisier’s Elements of Chemistry and Mendeleev’s Principles of Chemistry

are described as sources of knowledge. Lavoisier’s decision to address beginners by pro-

ceeding from the simple to the complex and from the known to the unknown encour-

aged the foundation of a modern chemistry based on analysis. Mendeleev discovered

the periodic law while he was striving to order the chapters of a general chemistry text-

book intended for his students at St. Petersburg University.2 These brilliant exceptions

do not question the established general view of textbooks as repetitive, uninspired, and

standardized expositions of pre-established knowledge.

In stark contrast with this long-standing tradition of despise for textbooks, Owen

Hannaway argued in 1975 that the science of chemistry was shaped by textbooks.3 The

break between alchemy and chemistry was less a change of paradigm, such as the end

of the belief in the possibility of transmutations or the rejection of alchemical and

mystical symbolism, than a change in the exposition of chemistry. Chemistry became

public knowledge as opposed to secrets transmitted from master to disciple. More

specifically, chemistry became a teachable subject organized in a rational way. This was

a real challenge because chemical knowledge mainly consisted in a tangled collection
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of recipes for preparing mixtures, and descriptions of their most striking properties or

medical virtues. Hannaway located the didactic origins of chemistry as a science in

Andreas Libavius’s Alchemia (1597), although that book advocated a return to Aristotle.

Starting with a set of definitions, Libavius attempted a classification of the recipes and

processes in order to organize the chapters of his textbook. Thus chemistry gradually

became a scientific discourse based on a set of general principles rather than a chaotic

collection of empirical data. Hannaway did more than simply point out another

famous textbook. He emphasized the heuristic power of didactic writing: as soon as a

first classification was recognized it presented a new problem that others—readers and

colleagues—would attempt to solve through new hypotheses and experiments.

Libavius initiated a process of confrontation between organizing hypotheses and tradi-

tional empirical procedures. In thus revealing the creative power of writing a textbook,

and the specificity of chemical knowledge, Hannaway acted as a pioneer. He opened up

a Pandora’s box of questions about the relations between didactic and scientific dis-

courses. How could writing a textbook bring about scientific change? In which condi-

tions could a textbook be creative? To what extent does the audience help shape the

profile of a discipline? How did textbooks become established as a genre? How did they

differ from other forms of chemical literature?4

This essay summarizes some results of our investigation of a corpus of about 500

textbooks published in France between 1789 and 1860. First we present the philo-

sophical roots of the current image of textbook science in a brief preliminary section

in order to contrast this image with the conclusions of our analysis of nineteenth-

century textbooks. Then we describe the complex process of consolidation of French

chemistry textbooks as a particular genre of scientific literature, paying attention to

four actors: textbook writers, publishers, readers, and educational institutions. Finally,

we discuss the issue of the creativity of textbooks through two typical subjects dealt

with in nineteenth-century chemistry textbooks: classification and atomic theory.

Toward an Archeology of the Standard View

The distinction between creative science and expository science seems intuitive and

quite natural nowadays, yet it is a rather recent view whose historical origin can be

dated to the early nineteenth century. In France, it was clearly formulated by the

founder of positivism, Auguste Comte. In the second lesson of his popular Cours de

philosophie positive, Comte explicitly stated that the most advanced sciences could no

longer be taught according to the chronological order of discovery. Teaching required

a consistent and organic reconstruction of knowledge independent from the actual
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process of production of knowledge. Comte named it “the dogmatic order” by contrast

to the “historical order” of exposition.5 Although Comte stated that a science cannot

be fully understood without its history, he considered the dogmatic order necessary for

educative purposes. It is impossible, Comte argued, to raise an individual intellect, most

often a mediocre one, to the level of knowledge acquired by many generations of

geniuses. No individual, in a lifetime, can go through all the steps made by mankind.

Hence the need for a shortcut—a logical reconstruction of the present state of knowl-

edge. More than a simple gap, the dichotomy between the dogmatic and the historical

orders required making a choice: either the historical presentation or the dogmatic

presentation. Comte admitted that most textbooks were in fact a mixture of the two

orders, but he insisted that such compromises were either inconsistent because the dog-

matic order was incompatible with the historical exposition of science, or they relied

upon biased accounts of the past.

Given this positivistic origin one might expect that anti-positivistic philosophers of sci-

ence would question the dichotomy between the generation of knowledge and its didac-

tic exposition. On the contrary, a century of textbook tradition seems to have reinforced

it. Gaston Bachelard, for instance, insisted that the divorce was a characteristic feature of

the scientific age, the unavoidable consequence of the break (the rupture) between the

pre-scientific and the scientific spirits. While the former was unmethodical and wander-

ing, the scientific way of thinking was “trained in official laboratories and codified in

school textbooks.” Bachelard emphasized that physics textbooks were repetitive and

under a strict control. They supplied a “socialized and fixed science that could pass for

natural only because of unchanging school syllabuses.”6 They were not descriptive but

prescriptive, not really meant for transmitting science but rather commandments.

Thomas Kuhn added conservatism to the features of textbook science. Textbooks are

meant for the perpetuation of the paradigm, for training students in solving the puzzles

raised within the paradigm rather than inventing new problems.7 Kuhn argued that

they assume their conservative function through various ways. They present only

established and incontrovertible knowledge, the stable results of past revolutions. They

regularly occult revolutions either by eliminating history or by presenting the present

state of knowledge as the end product of a linear accumulation of data. They conse-

quently disguise the actual procedures both of discovery and justification. As training

tools and rituals of introduction in a community, they are powerful precisely because

they stabilize the discipline in denying scientific changes.

Despite doctrinal differences between them, Comte, Bachelard, and Kuhn agreed on var-

ious points. They assumed that the existence of textbook science (or of didactic exposition

of science) is a necessity. They emphasized that textbooks did not mirror science in action.
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Textbooks, they all agreed, deliver a biased image of science, distorting the real nature of

scientific activity for didactic purposes. Although Comte developed a gradualist, continuist

view of scientific change while Kuhn and Bachelard advocated a discontinuist view with

radical breaks and revolutions, they all agreed that textbooks belong to a regime of

accumulation and reproduction of knowledge rather than to a regime of innovation and

creation. While they characterized textbooks as mere transmission tools, none of them

envisioned a possible impact of the audience on the contents of a discipline.

From this quick survey of the standard view of textbooks we derived a number of

methodological decisions. First, we would not take for granted that the distinction

between “textbook science” and “science in action” was necessary or natural. Rather we

wanted to examine in which contexts the dichotomy between the creation and trans-

mission of science was generated. We consequently focused on the circumstances and

constraints in which textbooks emerged as a genre of scientific publication. The middle

of the nineteenth century appeared as a turning point, at least in France. Second, we

would not discuss textbook science from the unique standpoint of science studies. As

tools intended for the transmission of a set of knowledge, textbooks are written and man-

ufactured for the specific audiences created by educational measures and reforms. We had

to identify the heterogeneous agents that interact in the production of textbooks: the con-

tents of chemistry, the students attending courses in various educational situations, and

the authors with their backgrounds and professional activities, which shaped their per-

sonal views on chemistry and teaching. Insofar as chemistry textbooks are located at the

intersection between the advancement of science and pedagogical views, they are under

strong social, economic, and political pressures. In teaching spaces, as Kathryn Olesko

emphasized, economic, social, and political forces rush into the structure and function of

scientific knowledge.8 This means that we had to revise the present image of scientific

teaching as a second-rate scientific activity. Moreover, textbooks are material and com-

mercial products subjected to the technical, financial, and political constraints of the

publishing market. As such they belong to the history of books and reading. Therefore a

historical study of science textbooks should intertwine the history of scientific disciplines

with the history of science education as well as the history of books and publishing.

The Consolidation of an Editorial Genre

How did textbooks turn into an independent and characteristic genre of scientific pub-

lication? The answer to this question raises a methodological difficulty: how to define

the object under study. In the first half of the nineteenth century, various types of sci-

entific literature acquired identities of their own as editorial products and as instru-
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ments of scientific communication. Science journalism, popular books, technical hand-

books, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and various other types of publications settled in

the publishing market while scientific communication was expanding.9 These scientific

genres involved sets of conventions which were shared by authors, publishers, and

readers. As T. H. Broman remarked, “any writer who sets out to write a textbook, or a

dissertation or scientific research article for that matter, must take into account those

conventions and practices that permit a writing to be recognized and accepted by read-

ers as an exemplar of a particular genre.”10 However, scientific genres were never stable

realms with sharp and airtight boundaries. On the contrary, they were continuously

negotiated and transgressed by readers, authors, and publishers, who might produce lit-

erary experiments in order to broaden their audiences.11 Textbooks interacted and

sometimes overlapped with other scientific publications because they shared publics,

uses, and objectives. How to distinguish a textbook for primary education from a pop-

ular text, a general course of chemistry from a treatise, or even a handbook of experi-

mental chemistry from a catalogue of instruments?

Two possible definitions are available. Either textbooks are defined by their uses—a

textbook is every text practically used as a didactic tool in teaching institutions—or by

their purposes—a textbook is every text especially and explicitly designed to be used as

a didactic instrument in teaching institutions. Each definition suggests different sources

and questions.12 The former would lead us to focus on teaching practices and on the

various uses of the text as a didactic tool. The latter, on the contrary, takes us to a his-

tory of the concept of textbook as it was designed and materialized by the various actors

converging on the production of this type of text. The latter definition will be adopted

in this essay. This means that our main subject is a group of books that, according to

the indications that authors and editors included in the titles, covers, or forewords,

were expressly written to be used in chemistry teaching in specified institutions. The

election of a definition based on purposes and not on uses is determined by the sort of

questions that lead our analysis. We aim to determine when chemistry texts conceived

for teaching purposes started to have characteristics of their own, and we attempt to

clarify a periodization of the emergence of chemistry textbooks as an autonomous edi-

torial genre. First we try to assess the impact of the changing audiences for chemistry.

Then we discuss the shifting biographical profiles of textbook authors and publishers

as well as the main features of the French nineteenth-century textbook market.

Whereas historians are usually more concerned with the description of the social

aspects of this process of institutionalization, we will emphasize the consequences of

institutional changes and consider how the contents and practices of a scientific disci-

pline were adapted to new audiences, changing spaces, and teaching practices. As traces
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of teaching practices, textbooks are a privileged source. In less than six decades they

were transformed into didactic tools with distinctive features.

The educational reforms introduced during the French Revolution transformed

science teaching. In the eighteenth century chemistry had been taught in public

courses with no regulations. Chemistry lectures were attended by medical and phar-

macy students, artisans and craftsmen interested in practical applications, as well as

by the gens du monde attracted by the spectacle of experimental demonstrations.

After the French Revolution, by contrast, chemistry became an integral part of the offi-

cial syllabus in a number of teaching institutions. It was taught at the secondary level

in the écoles centrales and lycées, as well as in the institutions of higher education—

écoles normales supérieures and facultés des sciences—dedicated to the training of

teachers.13 It was also an integral part of medical and pharmaceutical studies, which

reinforced its importance in secondary teaching.14 Simultaneously, chemistry was fully

integrated in engineering schools, from the Ecole polytechnique and its écoles

d’application to the military academies.15

The institutionalization of chemistry teaching had a tremendous impact. First, it

increased the number of chemistry students and teachers.16 However, the most impor-

tant changes were less quantitative than qualitative. The heterogeneous audiences of

public courses became a captive public, with specific capacities and training necessities

that varied according to the different levels and institutions in which chemistry had

been integrated. Classrooms reserved for regular students replaced the auditoriums and

private laboratories open to everyone interested in acquiring chemical knowledge.

School schedules, syllabi, and procedures of control limited the freedom of the teacher.

A Captive Public

Textbooks, as objects tailored for specific targets, are defined by their publics. Their con-

tents, format and size, typographic and iconographic features, and even the author’s

and editor’s experiences were meant to supply the demands of a targeted reader accord-

ing to his or her previous knowledge, age, and cognitive capacities, as well as to the

didactic requirements, methods, and practices of an institution. In stark contrast with

the standard references to heterogeneous publics found in most eighteenth-century

chemistry texts, the didactic books published during the first decades of the nineteenth

century contained more and more precise indications about the reader they targeted.

The covers and forewords were the usual places to define the ideal public that editors

and authors had in mind when writing, manufacturing, and selling a textbook. They

offer clues about the horizon of expectations of the intended readers, their background,

institutional context, and professional perspectives.
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Chemistry textbooks in early-nineteenth-century France were meant for two types of

students: medical and pharmaceutical students, and the pupils of the secondary edu-

cation schools. The latter group disappeared under the Restoration when chemistry was

banished from secondary teaching; hence there was a sudden drop in textbook pro-

duction (followed by a second boom of production in the middle of the century, when

chemistry was reintroduced at the secondary level). In fact, the two groups overlapped,

since most of the pupils who attended the chemistry courses in the lycées were future

students of medicine. After the reorganization of medical and pharmaceutical studies

in 1803, chemistry became a propaedeutic subject for both curricula. An examination

in chemistry was one of the six compulsory exams that every candidate for the doctoral

degree in medicine had to pass. The French Revolution opened two possible ways to

become “maître en pharmacie”: either the traditional eight years of practical training at

the apothecary office, or three years of practice followed by three years of study in one

of the pharmacy schools in which chemistry played a major role in the curriculum.17

In addition to the students of the medical faculties or the pharmacy schools, students

who attended the innumerable private preparatory courses were a favorite target for

textbooks. These courses, already established in the eighteenth century, proliferated

during the first half of the nineteenth century, especially when the grade of bacca-

lauréat ès sciences became compulsory to enter the Faculty of Medicine. In Paris, the

Faculty of Medicine hosted and supported these private courses. The director, J. Tyrat,

delivered his course in daily lectures of four hours over a period of two months.

Students who attended the private lessons could use the physics cabinet and the chem-

istry laboratory available on the site. The contents of the courses were strictly adjusted

to the exam. Teachers were supposed to define their questions in the same terms as

“MM. les examinateurs” did, and to encourage their pupils to answer them in the man-

ner required for the exam.18

Thus future medicine and pharmacy students became the main target of the chem-

istry textbooks published during the first decades of the nineteenth century. During the

second third of the century, however, the readership diversified. As chemistry was rein-

tegrated in secondary education as a compulsory subject, there was a dramatic increase

in textbook production. From 1830 on, dozens and dozens of texts for the students of

the collèges royaux (as secondary institutions formerly named écoles centrales and then

lycées were rechristened under the Restoration) were published, and in the late 1840s

the first best-sellers were reprinted. Simultaneously a large variety of “manuels” and

“aide-mémoire” specifically intended for the preparation of the baccalauréat flooded

the market.19 In 1833, Guizot’s law, reorganizing primary education, created an inter-

mediate cycle intended to cover the gap between primary and secondary studies.
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Among other subjects, the official syllabus included “notions of physical and natural

sciences applicable to daily uses.” Consequently, chemistry became part of the teach-

ing in the écoles normales primaires, where future teachers were trained.

In addition to educational policies and official syllabi, local technological institutes

interested in the applications of chemistry to arts and industry also contributed to

enlarge the public audience for chemistry. Starting in the 1830s, they organized

evening lectures and Sunday courses for training specialized workers.20 Simultaneously,

private initiatives led to the creation of teaching centers such as the Conservatoire

national des arts et métiers and the Ecole centrale des arts et manufactures of Paris.

These specific audiences of workers and manufacturers prompted very successful text-

books such as the Leçons de chimie élémentaire faites le dimanche, à l’Ecole municipale de

Rouen by Jean Pierre Louis Girardin, reissued eight times between 1835 and 1889, or the

eight-volume Traité de chimie, appliquée aux arts by Jean Baptiste Dumas, based on

the courses delivered initially at the Athénée of Paris and later at the Ecole centrale des

arts et manufactures.21 Chemistry textbooks for technological education formed a

heterogeneous group that reflected the diversity of publics interested in the applica-

tions of chemistry. For instance, Anselme Payen (1795–1871), a chemistry professor at

the Conservatoire national des arts et métiers, published different versions of his course

on industrial chemistry in order to reach a variety of audiences. After the first version

intended for the gens du monde, he targeted the students of the écoles préparatoires

aux professions industrielles and those of the écoles d’art et manufactures, ending up

with a volume for “manufacturers and farmers.”22 In contrast to Payen’s pragmatic

vision of the capacities and interests of his potential readers, Dumas adopted a more

idealistic view in the preface to his treatise. He assumed that it would be accessible to a

new generation of readers trained in the secondary collèges royaux, and able to apply

the theoretical knowledge of chemistry to arts and industry.23

As a result of this strategy of diversification, the audience of chemistry textbooks was

enlarged. However, as already mentioned, the most striking changes were less quanti-

tative than qualitative. First, the public was captive and subject to teaching and read-

ing practices determined by the spaces and the didactic methods of the time. Second,

it was segmented into various layers according to the levels and types of teaching. For

each category of book, authors and editors forged a demand, a curiosity, or an urgent

and imperious necessity for filling lacunae. Every textbook appeared as supplying a

market demand. In 1828, A. Manavit, a professor at the Collège royal in Toulouse, who

published one of the first manuals for this kind of institution, presented his text as “an

intermediate genre between big treatises and abrégés whose value hardly exceeds that

of a table of contents.” His textbook was specifically conceived to “help the pupils
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attending the elementary course of physics and chemistry which the author of this

précis is in charge of at the Collège royal of Toulouse, in order to smooth a number of

difficulties in their baccalauréat examination, and to allow them to fruitfully attend

further courses at the universities.”24 Audiences, we claimed at the beginning of this

section, defined textbooks; but it is also true that textbooks helped create and stabilize

a diversity of audiences.

Heroic Authors vs. Obscure Writers of Best-Sellers

Who wrote chemistry textbooks, and why? It is easy to answer the question for the late

eighteenth century and the early nineteenth century. The biographies of Lavoisier,

Chaptal, and Fourcroy are well known, and their motivations to write textbooks are easy

to understand in view of the scientific changes prompted by the chemical revolution

and the institutional changes caused by the French Revolution. It is somewhat more

difficult to understand the motivations of Louis Jacques Thenard, Mateu Orfila, or Jean

Baptiste Dumas, whose books were reissued periodically and used as references for the

teaching of chemistry during the first half of the nineteenth century. The task, however,

becomes considerably more difficult when we turn to authors such as Mathurin Jacques

Brisson, Pierre Jacotot, Jean Baptiste Jumelin, Roch Théogène Guérin, Edmond Jean

Joseph Langlebert, Jean Louis Lassaigne, Henry Debray, Eugène Desmarest, Pierre Paul

Deherain, and Nicolas Deguin. Some of them authored successful textbooks used by

several generations of students. Their names were certainly familiar to nineteenth-

century French people, even if they have not been passed down to posterity. They

skipped out of history despite the various traces of their publications in French libraries.

Biographical sources to study this community of obscure chemistry writers are available,

but their activity has been disregarded by historians of science.

The image of textbooks as mere instruments of transmission of knowledge reduces

the role of their authors to an exercise in transcribing, summarizing, or adapting knowl-

edge that was already organized. As we will argue below, writing a textbook was much

more than passively transmitting pre-established knowledge. Instead, textbook authors

acted as mediators among the actors that converged in the production of textbooks. As

authors they engaged in the creation of didactic tools adapted to certain categories of

readers and to the material conditions and requirements of teaching institutions. Not

only did they have to be in agreement with the official norms and regulations that

ruled the public educational system; since books are material objects, they also had to

adjust to printing technologies and to publishers’ editorial policies. From this angle, the

profiles of those obscure people who devoted part of their time to textbook writing

looks more interesting. Were they motivated by scientific views or by career, financial,
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political, or ideological interests? What were their backgrounds, their institutional posi-

tions, and their professional activities in research and teaching?

Prosopographic study suggests three periods in the evolution of the biographical

profile of textbooks writers. In the first period (1789–1808), the authors aimed their

books at the new teaching institutions created during the Revolution. The writers in

this first generation were the most heterogeneous. Their contrasting backgrounds, pro-

fessional activities, and involvements in academic research reflects the diversity of sit-

uations in which chemistry was cultivated during the second half of the eighteenth

century. However, they shared a common feature: almost all of them had been

recruited as teachers for the new educational institutions of the République. They had

been trained during the Ancien Régime. Their backgrounds ranged from theology in

the case of Pierre Jacotot (1755–1821), to military training in the case of Pierre Auguste

Adet (1763–1834), to medicine or pharmacy in the cases of Edmé Jean Baptiste

Bouillon-Lagrange (1764–1844) and Jean Baptiste Jumelin (1745–1807). Their text-

books were published late in their careers and lives. Some of them, such as Mathurin

Jacques Brisson (1723–1806) and Jacotot, had many years of teaching experience in

the Ancien Régime institutions. Others, such as Adet and Bouillon-Lagrange, were

recruited because of their political engagement or their research achievements.

During the first two decades of the nineteenth century a radical change took place in

the biographical profile of chemistry textbook authors. Authors were mainly young

medical doctors (and sometimes pharmacists) who published in an earlier stage of their

professional careers. Most of them taught students of the private preparatory courses

for the entrance exam in medical faculties or medical students preparing chemistry

exams at the Faculty of Medicine, or candidates for the degree of maître en pharmacie.

For more than twenty years these students learned the foundations and the applica-

tions of chemistry through the texts written by authors such as Mateu Orfila, Jean Louis

Lassaigne, and Julia de Fontenelle, members of the Société de Chimie Médicale, editors

or active collaborators of the Journal de Chimie Médicale. They published their works in

the publishing house of Nicolas Crochard, associated with the Paris Medical Faculty. In

contrast with the heterogeneous group of the previous generation, authors and pub-

lishers of this period belonged to the medical milieu and shared common backgrounds,

professional interests, and institutional contexts.

During the third period, the 1830s and the 1840s, the influence of the medical milieu

was diluted with the revival of chemistry in French secondary education. A community

of authors emerged with a new standard biographical profile. They had been educated

in the same institutions in which they became teachers. Most often they published their

textbooks early in their careers. Textbooks were neither mature works nor the culmina-
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tion of scientific or teaching activities.25 The uniform biographical profile of authors of

secondary-school textbooks contrasts with the variety of positions that we find among

authors of textbooks for primary and technical education. They ranged from secondary

teachers to engineers formed at the Ecole polytechnique who wrote small elementary

and practical manuals at the end of their careers, including doctors such as Adolphe

Dupasquier (1793–1848) and industrialists without university degrees such as Anselme

Payen (1795–1871).

Publishers: Between the Government and the Market

In nineteenth-century France, education gradually became a state monopoly. The var-

ious governments attempted to control the contents of science teaching through vari-

ous systems.26 During the Revolution and the Empire, textbooks were the main

instrument of control.27 A committee of experts appointed by the government selected

the “official manuals,” preferably a single one that would guarantee uniform contents

in all public and private institutions. The attempts to impose a unique text were espe-

cially strict and persistent for secondary education, which was a major concern for all

governments. A commission formed by Laplace, Monge, and Lacroix was in charge of

designing the syllabus for secondary school and choosing the official textbooks in

1802. Finding no adequate book on the market, they decided to commission a chem-

istry textbook from the “citizen Adet.”28

As several attempts to impose an “official manual” failed, a new system was adopted

consisting of the publication of a list of authorized textbooks that teachers must use.

This system began in 1809 when secondary education was integrated into the

Université impériale, prescribing that “all kinds of lectures will be shaped after the clas-

sic or elementary printed books, according to the statement attached to the present reg-

ulations.” Moreover, the “grand-maître” had the right to commission new books when

the texts available were judged inadequate. Teachers were free to select the book of their

choice from the list, and their decision had to be publicized at the beginning of the

course. The list of recommended chemistry texts included Lavoisier’s Elements of Chem-

istry, Fourcroy’s Chemical Philosophy, and Berthollet’s Statique chimique, and extracts of

them could be read in the class by the teacher.29 Similar lists were published in the fol-

lowing years, and some of them were extremely restrictive. In 1814 the only recom-

mended text was “la chimie de Thenard,” which was assumed to be the only one able

to relate the most advanced state of chemistry.30 The reform of 1821 was a turning point

in the control of secondary education.31 Textbooks had to adapt their contents to the

official syllabus, but teachers retained the freedom to chose their textbooks. It became

the publishers’ responsibility to ensure that the textbooks’ contents were properly
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adapted to the mandated syllabus. With this reform, publishers acted as a controller or

censor in the name of the government.

As publishers played the crucial role in the process of textbook production, the num-

ber of textbooks published increased. More generally, chemistry textbooks followed

the general trends of the book market. First, as textbooks in general became one of the

main pillars of the book market during the second third of the nineteenth century, they

were clearly recognized as an independent editorial genre. Second, our study shows a

remarkable process of specialization.32 In the catalogues of printers and booksellers of

the early decades of the nineteenth century, chemistry textbooks were close neighbors

of big treatises, specialized monographs, dictionaries, and scientific journals. For

instance, Berard and Klosterman, booksellers of the Ecole polytechnique, published the

five editions of the Manuel de chimie by Bouillon-Lagrange, an important textbook ini-

tially written for the students of the Ecole polytechnique and then slightly modified to

be used at the Ecole de pharmacie. In addition to a long list of books intended for engi-

neering schools, Berard and Klosterman’s catalogue also included prestigious scientific

journals such as the Annales de chimie and the Bulletin scientifique of the Société

Philomatique, along with a translation of Thomson’s System of Chemistry.33 Nicholas

Crochard, another publisher who specialized in medicine and who printed the Annales

de chimie in 1814, had in his catalogue the two most important chemistry textbooks—

Thenard’s Traité de chimie élémentaire and Orfila’s Eléments de chimie appliquée à la

médecine et aux arts—as well as several manuals intended to aid students in preparing

for the Baccalauréat.

Specialization occurred in the 1830s when publishing houses such as Victor Masson

gave priority to textbooks in their catalogues. Between 1840 and 1845, Fortin-Masson et

Cie published numerous chemistry textbooks such as the Leçons de statique chimique des

êtres organisés by Dumas and Boussingault, Fresenius’s and Gerhardt’s treatises of chem-

ical analysis, and several translations of Liebig’s textbooks. When Victor Masson took

over, textbooks for secondary education prevailed so much that Masson reissued most of

the textbooks in the middle of the century, such as Regnault’s Cours élémentaire de chimie

and the various versions of Fremy’s and Pelouze’s chemistry courses. Louis Hachette,

founded in 1826, published the first chemistry textbook for secondary education in

1828 and quickly gathered most of the textbooks for primary and secondary education.

Thus, in a few decades the production of textbooks became the monopoly of a few pub-

lishing companies. At the same time there was a centralization of most publications in

the capital, which prompted the decline of publishing houses in the provinces.

Publishing contracts are privileged sources with which to learn about the negotiation

between authors and publishers and better understand the role played by the former.
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Unfortunately these scarce and dispersed sources are difficult to find.34 From a contract

signed in 1825 by Béchet jeune and Labé, publishers and booksellers of the Paris

Medical Faculty, with Jean Baptiste Dumas for the publication of his future treatise of

chemistry, we may infer that publishers introduced in the contract several clauses con-

cerning the structure of the text, its distribution in different volumes, formats and sizes,

and so on. In this case, the text had to be “divided into two distinct treatises, one of

general chemistry, the other of chemistry purely applied to arts and agriculture, each

one comprising four 700 to 800 page volumes in 8 [octavo]; in case this division

occurred, each edition of both treatises would be issued in 4,000 copies and [the author]

would be paid 7,500 francs for each volume.”35

This was not a negligible income for the young Dumas, who in a letter to Liebig

angrily complained about his “difficult existence” in Paris with an annual salary of just

2,000 francs from his post as “répétiteur at the Ecole Polytechnique.”36 Nor was the eco-

nomic profit of textbook writing irrelevant for the young Orfila. At a time when his

economic resources were limited to his private lectures, he received 5,000 francs from

Nicolas Crochard for the first edition of the Toxicologie générale in 1813.37 Similar prof-

its were also relevant for many other authors, such as Nicolas Deguin, who was a

secondary-school teacher (with an annual salary of 2,000 francs) and later a professor

at a provincial Faculty of Science (between 4,000 and 5,000 francs) during the 1840s.

By the middle of the nineteenth century, more than 30,000 copies of Deguin’s book on

physics had been sold. Deguin also published several editions of his textbook on ele-

mental chemistry.38 Even for the Parisian mandarins, whose practice of “cumul” gave

them larger incomes, the significant money that could be made by writing textbooks

was probably an important inducement.39

Publishers not only encouraged authors to write textbooks by offering a substantial

economic income; they also shaped the material characteristics of chemistry text-

books. In the hands of a few Parisian publishing companies, endowed with power by

the official system of control, the material aspects of textbooks quickly differentiated

them from other kinds of publications. Publishers highlighted their favorite authors

and designers while making all efforts to reduce the costs. As a result of this commer-

cial strategy, small formats with a limited number of pages became the standard dur-

ing the first half of the nineteenth century, with a specific size for each teaching level.

Secondary education textbooks turned into single volumes in octavo format with no

more than 500 pages. Only textbooks for technical and superior education continued

to be published in two or more volumes. The smaller formats in duodecimo and sexto-

decimo format, with no more than 200 pages, were reserved for the small hands of

primary-school children.
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By the mid 1830s, new printing techniques adopted by the big publishing houses

changed the material presentation of textbooks and transformed them into a clearly

distinguishable type of publication. Such formal changes also had important conse-

quences for textbooks’ content. Typographic innovations allowed a hierarchy of infor-

mation printed on a page, with small characters for technical descriptions or

experimental procedures alternating with bigger and bold ones for titles and main

ideas. Another result of new engraving techniques was that pictures formerly gathered

at the end of the volumes were integrated within the body of the text, and their qual-

ity improved. With more detailed though cheaper engravings, textbooks incorporated

an increasing amount of visual material, including more realistic representations of

instruments, chemical reactions, physical phenomena, industrial processes, and natu-

ral landscapes. New images changed not only the way in which experiments, instru-

ments, and phenomena were represented but also the way they were described and

explained. In the beginning of the nineteenth century, textbooks had routinely fea-

tured long and detailed descriptions of experiments intended to “mettre les élèves dans

le cas de les répéter toutes,” as Thenard put it.40 Over time these gave way to short texts

giving a few technical details of a chemical reaction expressed analytically by an equa-

tion, and including pictures of experimental devices in realistic engravings.41

Textbook Creativity

The common view of textbooks as uncreative and passive vehicles of knowledge con-

veys not only a particular image of the divorce between research and teaching activities

in science but also a static picture of scientific literature. Many eighteenth-century

chemists included original research in their textbooks and claimed that they had to

perform additional experiments in order to write them.42 In the nineteenth century,

textbooks rarely reported original or new substantial experiments. Yet even in this later

period, writing a textbook implied making decisions about structure and contents. This

was rarely a personal decision of writers. Rather it was the result of negotiations among

a group of actors, including the targeted audiences, publishers, and printers. To discuss

the issue of creativity in textbooks, we therefore must abandon the clichés about sci-

entific discoveries as “eureka moments”; it will do us little good to fall back on heroic

narratives such as those constructed by nineteenth-century chemist-historians and

their followers. By “creativity” we do not even necessarily mean discoveries or scientific

innovations. Rather we have in mind any original interpretation of scientific phenom-

ena expressed through writing and teaching, whether or not this original view was

accepted and became part of “normal science.” We explore the features of textbook
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creativity through a closer examination of two important issues debated in nineteenth-

century chemistry: chemical classifications and atomic theory.

Looking for an Order of Things

Concerning classifications, historians of chemistry implicitly assume that modern clas-

sifications emerged through two founding events: Lavoisier’s Elements of Chemistry and

Mendeleev’s periodic system.43 Both episodes have a common feature: they are among

the rare cases in traditional historical narratives in which a creative moment is clearly

associated with a pedagogical practice, that is, the act of writing a textbook. Yet all text-

book authors—not only Lavoisier and Mendeleev—had to deal with classifications of

chemical substances in order to organize the chapters of their books. It is therefore legit-

imate to discuss the creative power of textbooks over a broader sample of textbooks

than the two illustrious cases. We shall focus on French textbooks published between

these two alleged “founding events.”

Lavoisier’s Traité was not the first textbook to include a plea for the “simple-to-

complex” order and the “known-to-unknown” didactic structure. A number of

eighteenth-century textbook writers, such as Antoine Baumé, claimed that they

moved “from the simple to the compound and from the compound to the more com-

pound.”44 This order, whether called analytic or synthetic, had prevailed in the expo-

sition of chemistry for a few decades before Lavoisier resumed it along with the

redefinition of the notion of element as a simple substance. Moreover, Lavoisier’s

assumption of an identity between the two principles—from simple to complex and

from known to unknown—is also found in mid-eighteenth-century textbooks.45 In fol-

lowing an old textbook tradition, Lavoisier nevertheless increased the importance of

chemical analysis in nomenclature and classification. Substances formerly classified as

compound, such as metals, turned out to be elementary substances (and vice versa),

while an increasing bulk of data concerning elementary analysis became available at

the end of the eighteenth century.

In 1800, Antoine de Fourcroy claimed that chemistry would soon be emancipated

from natural history thanks to a chemical classification based on the nature and pro-

portion of the constituent principles.46 According to Fourcroy, the autonomy of chem-

istry involved the passage from external, visual, physical features to internal,

compositional organizing principles, or, as Gaston Bachelard later commented, the

replacement of “immediate physical analogies” by “rectified chemical ones.”47 In fact,

the change was gradual as the analytical order did not subvert more traditional arrange-

ments. Moreover, the simple-to-complex compositional principle did not solve all the

problems related to chemical classifications. For instance, three authors who claimed to
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follow this principle (Chaptal, Lavoisier, and Fourcroy) wrote very different textbooks

indeed during the late eighteenth century.48 Several choices were available to writers.

Many chemical substances were “equally” elementary (or compound). The classifica-

tion of chemical elements, whose number dramatically increased during the first half

of the nineteenth century, required additional criteria. And so did the sequence of the

much more numerous chemical compounds, which largely depended on the arrange-

ment of elements.

More criteria meant more problems of congruency. Jacques Thenard—the most influ-

ential chemistry textbook author during the first third of the nineteenth century—

explicitly employed three organizing criteria: from simple to complex, from known to

unknown, and chemical analogies.49 Although generally accepted by chemists as almost

identical, the simple-to-complex order and the known-to-unknown principle raised

dilemmas. Admittedly, simple substances should be taught first, although they were

largely unknown to beginners. Water, air, and other compound bodies had to be intro-

duced much later.50

Compatibility between chemical properties and chemical composition raised more

vexing problems. Early-nineteenth-century authors implicitly assumed the existence of

a straightforward relationship between elemental composition and chemical proper-

ties. In this case, groups based on chemical composition would be congruent with the

groups of chemical analogues. But unforeseen divergences occasionally emerged. For

instance, Thenard adopted the affinity for oxygen as the leading organizing principle.

He applied it not only to simple bodies—non-metals and metals—but to plant and ani-

mal principles as well. Relying on Lavoisier’s theory of acidity, he regarded acid sub-

stances as binary compounds of oxygen and another non-metallic element. Alkaline

substances were considered to be binary metallic oxides. Since Thenard’s treatise was

officially a model for all French textbooks during the first third of the nineteenth cen-

tury, his classifications were largely adopted, and his classification of metals into six

groups survived until the end of the nineteenth century.51

In the early nineteenth century, most of the known substances fit Thenard’s general

schema. However, the discovery of new elements and the “exaggeration of the role of

oxygen”—as Ferdinand Hoefer described Thenard’s classifications—raised more and

more inconsistencies during the 1820s and the 1830s.52 Ammonia, hydracids, new met-

als, alkaloids and other newly discovered compounds hardly fit in the scheme.53 In the

sixth and last edition of his textbook, published in 1835–36, Thenard attempted to

introduce major changes in his classification in order to face these problems. The insti-

tutional context encouraged such changes since a new generation of textbooks was

under way for the reintroduction of chemistry in secondary schools.
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The younger generation of teacher-authors returned to an older debate between nat-

ural scientists: artificial versus natural classifications of chemical elements. In artificial

classifications, instantiated by Thenard’s choice of the affinities for oxygen or

Berzelius’s choice of electrical charge, elements were arranged according to one single

property, one single character; in the latter, exemplified by Louis-André Marie Ampère’s

essay published as early as 1816, all of the elements’ properties and characteristics had

to be taken into account.54 Ampère criticized the overestimation of oxygen in chemical

classifications and suggested a natural classification based on “all the characters of the

bodies,” so that groups of substances with “the most numerous and essential analogies”

might be created.55 Ampère thought that the “natural order” could be unveiled by the

“natural method.” Ampère offered a circular arrangement of chemical elements in

which properties changed gradually from one group to another, and he emphasized the

similarities between bodies placed at the edge of the chain.56 Ampère distinguished

three major families (“gazolytes,” “leucolytes,” and “chroïcolytes”), which were further

subdivided into 15 genres.57 Ampère’s essay raised no enthusiasm among the French

chemical community in 1816. It was “rediscovered” in the 1830s and the 1840s when

the new generation of textbook writers became more and more concerned about clas-

sifications. The debate reached a climax in 1845 when Ferdinand Hoefer (1811–1878),

a chemist and historian of chemistry, published a small book about this issue, in which

no fewer than eight different chemical classifications were presented.58

Although Ampère’s essay became the standard reference for the advocates of natural

classifications, it was never a model. A first important attempt to introduce natural clas-

sifications in secondary-school chemistry textbooks was made by Gay-Lussac’s répéti-

teur at the Ecole polytechnique, César Mathurin Despretz (1791–1863).59 Despretz was

also a teacher of physics in the prestigious Collège Henri IV. In 1828–29 he authored a

Traité de chimie in which he claimed to adopt a “completely new” order in chemistry

while following “what had been done in botanic and natural history.” Instead of

“arranging the bodies by their affinity for oxygen, hydrogen or other bodies,” he made

families by “placing together those that had most resemblances.”60 Yet Despretz dis-

agreed with Ampère about the choice of classificatory criteria and chose “more chemi-

cal criteria, so to speak.”61 In fact, Despretz’s arrangement of metals was more similar to

Thenard’s artificial classification than to Ampère’s natural one.62 Relying on his eight

years of teaching experience, Despretz bragged about the didactic advantages of his nat-

ural classification, which conveyed “general ideas” and “relationships that were not

shown by artificial classifications.”63

Despretz was no exception in the 1830s and the 1840s. Most textbook authors did

not copy or passively adopt a classification. Rather they discussed the issue, compared
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various systems, and tried to create their own natural classification. As a result, a vari-

ety of systems were found in French chemistry textbooks during the 1830s and the

1840s, coinciding with the diversification of audiences and the emergence of new

authors and publishers. Textbook authors were free to decide on the arrangement and

contents of their textbooks, since the regularly published official syllabus only defined

guidelines for lectures. The 1828 syllabus for the collèges royaux, partly written by

Thenard, did not give any indication about the order of exposition.64 The 1837 syllabus

for the baccalauréat-ès-sciences physiques included an arrangement of non-metals

along Thenard’s artificial classification but no recommendation for the classification of

metals.65 The syllabus for the baccalauréat-ès-lettres (1840) and the classe de philoso-

phie (1843) was even more elusive.66 Only with the 1852 deep reform of secondary

schools did the official syllabus prescribe a definite classification.67

The 1852 reform was mainly influenced by Jean Baptiste Dumas, who had developed

a concern for classification. Dumas first attempted a natural classification in his 1826

work on chemical atomism. By using “atomic volume,” heat capacity, and “modes of

combination,” Dumas aimed to create a natural classification in which substances

whose “molecules had similar properties” were grouped together. This kind of classifi-

cation, he claimed, would make the study of chemistry easier and, at the same time,

would lead to “the discovery of new compounds” by displaying “fair analogies.”68 In

1828, when he wrote the first volume of this textbook, Dumas again praised natural

classifications. He arranged non-metals according to the number of atoms of these ele-

ments that combined with hydrogen.69 In subsequent years, other chemist-authors fol-

lowed Dumas’s attempts to create natural classifications by using chemical atomism.

Alexandre Baudrimont (1806–1880), a disciple of Ampère and a staunch advocate of

atomism, ventured a natural classification in his Traité de chimie.70 Baudrimont’s natu-

ral classification was founded on his concept of “isodynamic bodies” (“corps isody-

namiques”), defined as substances which might replace each other in chemical

compounds.71 The result was a complex system in which an element could be included

in two or more of fourteen series.72 The future of chemistry, however, seemed to lie in

natural classifications based on atomic properties. Even the leader of artificial classifi-

cations, Jacques Thenard, wrote in his Philosophie chimique (1836) that “if ever chem-

istry possesses a natural classification, it will be grounded on isomorphism.”73 Thenard

praised Dumas’s classification of non-metals according to “nature, proportions and

mode of condensation of their combinations with hydrogen” as “generic characters,”

and he mentioned other characters, such as electrical or heat conductivity and atomic

weight, which were also employed as “specific properties.”74 Taking into account “iso-

morphism” and “chemical properties of bodies,” Hoefer proposed a classification with
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eleven natural families of elements. In 1841, Hoefer claimed that the time for artificial

classification was over and that even the old dichotomy between metals and non-met-

als should be rejected because it was not “rigorously scientific.”75 He even pretended

that Thenard’s artificial classification was “generally rejected.”76

Despite Hoefer’s optimistic remarks, natural classifications did not win the battle.

While Dumas’s natural classification of non-metallic elements was adopted by a major-

ity of textbook writers, Thenard’s artificial classification of metals, amended by Henri

Victor Regnault (1810–1878) in 1836, was still largely used.77 Dumas himself, who

offered some hints about a natural classification of metals in the second volume of his

textbook,78 finally retreated and adopted an artificial classification slightly different

from Thenard’s in the third volume dealing with metals.79 According to Favrot, a pri-

vate chemistry teacher and a “préparateur” at the School of Mines, Thenard’s artificial

classification of metals should be employed in textbooks because it was based on “easy-

to-learn characters.” Ampère’s classification, on the contrary, did not have any “salient

character” that could be employed to distinguish one group from another.80

The same concern was shared by the author of one of the last French attempts at nat-

ural classification. Adolphe Dupasquier (1793–1848), a teacher of chemistry at the Ecole

de la Martinière in Lyons who published the first volume of a Traité élémentaire de chimie

industrielle in 1844, regarded natural classification as the most logical one (“la plus

logique”).81 Yet he also emphasized its difficulties. On the one hand, several substances

were still not known well enough to establish their chemical analogies. On the other

hand, Dupasquier thought that it was “an almost insensible passage from the proper-

ties of one body to another.” All bodies were related by “a general link” (“une liaison

générale”), which made a perfect grouping impossible; none could satisfy all points of

view.82 All attempts at natural classification having failed, Dupasquier claimed that time

had come for a compromise combining natural and artificial classifications.83

A hybrid natural-artificial classification was institutionalized by the 1852 official syl-

labus decreed by Minister Fortoul after the bifurcation of the two sections “sciences et

lettres” in secondary education. The new syllabus, written by Dumas and other scien-

tists, recommended “the classification of non-metallic bodies in four natural families”

while metals were arranged according to Thenard’s artificial classification.84 Although

this hybrid system was presented as an imperfect and temporary solution, it prevailed

until the end of the nineteenth century, as the most successful textbooks published in

the 1850s went through more than twenty editions.85 Thus the impetus that had fos-

tered the search for chemical classifications in French textbooks for two decades was

stunted in the middle of the nineteenth century. This stagnation resulted mainly from

the imposition of the official syllabus, which froze a temporary system and drastically
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reduced teachers’ and authors’ margin of freedom. Yet this does not mean that the

creativity of textbooks had been exhausted. Rather, authors displaced their interest to

other issues, over which they exercised their power of decision.

Atoms and Molecules in Textbooks

Did the contemporary controversy that divided the chemical community between

atomists and equivalentists in the middle of the nineteenth century offer a more favor-

able space for individual choices? In view of the usual accounts of this famous contro-

versy by historians of nineteenth-century chemistry, the situation would seem

hopeless. It is usually assumed that the word “atom” was banished from chemistry in

the wake of Dumas’s disappointment with Avogadro’s hypothesis. This standard view

is based on Dumas’s dramatic lecture delivered at the Collège de France in 1836 in

which he said “If I had my way, I should erase the word ‘atom’ from science, in the firm

belief that it goes beyond the realm of experiment; and never in chemistry must we go

beyond the realm of experiment.”86 Indeed Dumas was influential enough: French

chemists rejected the system of atomic weights and adopted equivalent weights, which

were supposedly theory-free since they did not imply any commitment to a speculative

theory of indivisible elementary particles.

The shift from atoms to equivalents is usually described as a retreat and attributed to

two major national features. First, the overarching influence of Auguste Comte’s posi-

tivism in France is said to have encouraged a prejudice against all hypotheses and the-

ories about the structure of matter while encouraging a narrow Baconianism. Second,

the centralized and mandarin organization of science in France, which allowed

chemists like Dumas to accumulate various teaching positions in Paris while gaining

political power, is said to have encouraged authoritarianism and consequently conser-

vatism. The disastrous effects of the conjunction of this philosophical influence and

institutional context is illustrated by Marcellin Berthelot in the second half of the nine-

teenth century. A staunch opponent of atomism, he became powerful enough to con-

trol the French educational system and to ban atomic notation and structural formulas

from French teaching until his death in 1906.87 In this scenario teachers and textbook

authors had no choice but to adopt the equivalentist language imposed both by scien-

tific authority and political power. They are portrayed as compliant servants or devoted

followers of their mandarin academic chiefs, following their changing views on atomic

theory that were supposedly imposed by syllabus control. Whereas the 1828 official syl-

labus, establishing the contents of scientific courses at the collèges royaux, included for

the first time an explicit reference to atomic theory, the next official syllabus for the

baccaluréat-ès-sciences, published in 1837—just one year after Dumas’s famous lectures
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at the Collège de France—included a chapter on “proportional numbers” but none on

atomic theory.88

This interpretation can certainly be supported by a quick glimpse at the forewords of

many textbooks published in the middle of the nineteenth century. There one can find

many anti-metaphysical claims: all speculative hypotheses should be avoided, only

firmly established statements should be exposed to young pupils, and so on. In the

name of a didactic imperative, many textbook writers favored a fetishist cult of matters-

of-fact. Pelouze and Frémy, for instance, explained their choice in the following terms:

“It is mainly a teaching book that we intended to write. It is thus conceivable that we

had to admit only what can be called the most positive and verified part of science,

namely the facts, and to reject what is only conjecture.”89 However, such statements—

spreading the mythical image of experimental knowledge uncontaminated by

hypotheses—were mainly rhetorical stances. A closer examination of the contents of a

large number of textbooks over several decades invites revision of the standard account

of nineteenth-century chemical atomism.

To begin with, French textbooks quickly adopted the atomic theory introduced by

Dalton in the early nineteenth century and made increasing use of atomic language for

describing chemical reactions. In fact chemical reactions had been described in molecu-

lar terms long before Dalton’s atomic theory. The chapters on affinity forces, written in

the eighteenth century, employed the words “integrant molecules” and “constituent

molecules.” Thus, unsurprisingly, Daltonian “physical” atoms were not regarded as a

novelty by French chemistry textbook authors, who superimposed Daltonian atoms

upon the traditional corpuscularism inherited from eighteenth-century chemistry in the

first chapters of their books. The problem was not the physical existence of atoms, which

was taken for granted, but rather how to know the number of atoms that combined in

a chemical compound. Thenard expressed it as follows in 1827: “It seems undoubtedly

demonstrated that all combinations proceed atom by atom and that they ordinarily take

place between some of them. But how many? This is what we cannot say.”90

The second question—how many atoms were in a compound—was closely related to

the determination of atomic weights and its consequences in chemical formulas.91 It

forms what Alan Rocke calls “chemical atomism.” Orfila and Thenard, for example,

regarded atomic weights and the laws of chemical proportions as a useful tool for chem-

ical analysis. Consequently they introduced these topics in their books as early as the

1810s. At the same time, as they recognized the various problems related to the deter-

mination of atomic weights, they gradually introduced the new methods derived from

Dulong and Petit’s law, Mitscherlich’s isomorphism, and Avogadro-Ampère’s hypothe-

sis. Later in the 1820s, Berzelius’s formulas reinvigorated atomism in French chemistry
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textbooks. Berzelian formulas were employed in order to convey chemical binary com-

position, to explain chemical reactions, and to classify chemical substances.92 As a

result, atoms gained space not only in the first introductory chapters but also in the

chapters describing chemical properties of bodies, that is, in the most important part of

nineteenth-century chemistry textbooks. Moreover, for the first time, a sharp distinc-

tion between equivalent and atomic weights was introduced in textbooks. While these

words were employed with almost the same meaning as in the first editions, now sep-

arate tables of equivalents and atomic weights were included in Orfila’s and Thenard’s

textbooks. Thus atomism was well established in textbooks by the mid 1830s, so that it

deserved a full chapter in many textbooks.

Second, it is true that in the late 1830s and the early 1840s a significant number of

French chemists eliminated the word “atom” from their textbooks. But did this mean

the banishment of “atomic theory”? A glance at textbooks published during that period

offers a more complex panorama. The first chapters still conveyed a picture of chemical

reactions in terms of “molecules” (or “atoms”) under the influence of chemical affinity

forces. Afterwards, they included several chapters on “proportional numbers,” “equiva-

lent weights,” or, in some cases, even under the title of “atomic theory.” There were,

however, substantial changes, which might be illustrated by paying attention to several

editions of Mateu Orfila’s textbook, whose seventh edition appeared in 1843. In that

edition, Orfila erased the chapter on atomic theory, which had been introduced in the

mid 1830s. He dramatically reduced the number of pages of his chapter on laws of

chemical composition and on equivalents. Entire paragraphs were removed, such as

those dealing with Gay-Lussac’s law and its application to chemical calculations,93 or

with the advantages of equivalent weights in chemistry.94 The introduction was reduced

from 35 pages to six.95 Orfila retained only one table with equivalent weights, without

even mentioning that they differed from atomic weights. Finally, he included a brief

description of Berzelian formulas and made a more extensive use of them than in pre-

vious editions. However, Orfila pointed out that these symbols should not be confused

with “what is called atomic theory,” “an hypothesis” with which he claimed he would

never deal.96 In the descriptive chapters, the paragraphs on chemical composition were

rewritten in order to use exclusively chemical equivalent weights and formulas.

These changes did not reveal any positivistic or anti-metaphysical bias, since Orfila

and a number of other textbook writers still employed a corpuscularian approach in

their textbooks. Chemical reactions were still described in terms of particles (whether

called atoms or molecules) endowed with affinity forces. For instance, a very popular

book published by A. Bouchardat in 1842, which went through three editions,

assumed that bodies were made up of small parts that “could be named molecules,
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atoms or particles.” Bouchardat distinguished two kinds of molecules that he called

“atomes intégrants” and “atomes constituants.”97 Similar terms were used by

Grosourdy (1838–39), Guérin (1840), and Favrot (1841), whose books were intended

for medical and pharmaceutical students. However, Jean Lassaigne, a chemistry lec-

turer at the Alfort Veterinary School, continued using “molécules intégrantes” and

“molécules constituantes” while he largely employed atomic theory in his textbook

during the 1840s. In technology-oriented lectures at the Conservatoire des arts et

métiers, Anselme Payen distinguished between “molécules intégrantes ou atomes

physiques” and “molécules constituantes ou atomes chimiques” during the early

1830s.98 In contrast, Jean Jacques Colin, chemistry lecturer at the military school of

Saint-Cyr, preferred the word “molecule” and developed a theory of his own. In 1841,

when he was writing up the third edition of his textbook on chemistry, Colin pub-

lished a booklet titled Elementary considerations about chemical proportions, equivalents

and atoms, being an introduction to the study of chemistry.99 It was an attempt to write an

introduction to chemistry similar to Liebig’s Introduction à l’étude de la chimie, but more

adapted to “French ideas.” The main result of this adaptative effort was the replace-

ment of the word “atom” by the word “molecule” in order to avoid self-contradictory

expressions such as “half-atom” or “an atom and a half.” Colin strongly claimed that

“chemical phenomena take place between molecules,” and he employed the term

“molecular weight” instead of “atomic weight.” While acknowledging the differences

between equivalent and atomic weights, Colin argued that there was no real problem

because it was easy to convert the former values into the latter by simple arithmetic

operations. In any case, he employed atomistic formulas in several chapters of his 1845

textbook.100 In short, textbook writers followed the general trend of skepticism about

calculations of the number of atoms in molecules, but they did not advocate agnosti-

cism about the corpuscular structure of matter.

Rather than a “retreat” from atoms to equivalents, these examples show a wide spec-

trum of uses of the notions of “atoms” and “molecules.” Rather than choose between

two alternative matter theories, textbook writers appropriated some elements of atomic

theory in their own rather creative ways. As a result, a broad range of situations could

be found during the late 1830s and the early 1840s. Sometimes “atom” and “molecule”

were treated as synonyms or quasi-synonyms, whereas Orfila preferred “atoms” in the

early decades and “molecules” in the 1840s. It would be difficult to account for such

changes by invoking any positivistic or anti-metaphysical tendency, since corpuscular-

ian images still underlay the description of chemical reactions. It would be even more

difficult to invoke an authoritarian order coming from top officials when there was

such a striking lack of discipline in the use of the basic concepts.
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Third, after the first international conference of chemists (held in Karlsruhe in 1860)

prompted a general adoption of atomic weights and structural formulas in Europe,

France (where Berthelot reigned supreme in the Academy of Sciences) was the last

fortress of equivalentism. Yet there were committed atomists gathered around Adolphe

Wurtz, an Alsatian chemist and professor at the Faculty of Medicine, who established

a kind of research school on the model of Liebig’s research school in Giessen. While

they had to publish their research papers in the official language of equivalents, a num-

ber of French atomists took the opportunity to write textbooks to spread their atom-

istic convictions. Wurtz himself did not conceal his proselytic intentions when he

published the second edition of his Leçons élémentaires de chimie moderne in 1871.101

Simultaneously his disciple Alfred Naquet published a textbook titled Principes de

chimie fondée sur les théories modernes. According to its publisher, the entire press run of

Naquet’s textbook sold out in a year and a half, and the book was translated into

English, German, and Russian.102 In the 1870s, Edouard Grimaux published a booklet

dedicated entirely to the atomic theory, in addition to delivering lectures on the same

topic at the Ecole polytechnique.103 Paul Schützenberger, another student of Wurtz

who became a professor at the Collège de France, opened his monumental Traité de

chimie générale with words of revenge against Dumas’s famous banishment of atoms.

Thus, despite their usually uncontroversial character, textbooks did not remain outside

the theoretical controversy about chemical atomism. Rather, they provided spaces of

freedom for committed atomists who could not use the language of their choice in

their research publications.

Conclusions

The emergence of textbooks as a distinctive genre has been analyzed in this essay as a

negotiated process involving four main actors: the captive public of students, the

authors, the publishers, and the French government. All of them cooperated to stabi-

lize the concept of textbooks as material and commercial objects transmitting scientific

knowledge for didactic purposes. Given their respective natures and functions, each

mediated between the others. The public, which was the raison d’être of the whole

enterprise, was only a virtual actor, since the ideal public defined by authors and

publishers differed from the students who actually made use of textbooks. The French

government defined the rules of the game, at least for primary- and secondary-school

textbooks. The publishers defended the commercial interests of their private companies

while negotiating with “public instruction.” The authors were the only individual

actors. In the beginning of the nineteenth century they derived their authority from
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their own scientific achievements, guaranteeing the validity of their claims by them-

selves. By contrast, in the middle of the nineteenth century the reliability of their writ-

ings derived from a chemical community represented by a few illustrious names and

titles of publications. Their authority mainly relied on their teaching experience in a

specific institution for a specific audience. Remarkably, the chemical community was

never directly involved in the enterprise, since authors did not necessarily represent it.

Yet it was always present behind the scenes, providing validation for scientific state-

ments and exercising political power through some of its leaders.

The examples analyzed above show to what extent writing a textbook remained a

creative activity. First, all didactic exposition of a science requires selecting and defin-

ing items and then organizing them into a coherent discourse. Second, even when the

official syllabus prescribed the contents, it only provided the table of contents; the

authors had to supply their own chemical narrative. The fact that we found a diver-

sity of expositions of chemistry in the same period with very different views even of

the basic concepts of the discipline means that there was no orthodoxy. Even in the

French institutional framework that favored dogmas, chemical textbooks never

became mere catechisms. Although textbooks were presented by their authors and

publishers as spaces devoid of personal opinions and public controversies, they

retained a degree of originality since they had to make decisions about ongoing

debates. In fact, from a more pragmatic perspective, originality was no exception.

Rather, it was the general rule—especially because textbooks had to claim originality

either by addressing new audiences or by adopting novel didactic approaches in order

to succeed in the market.

Textbooks no longer can be viewed as dogmatic and conservative vehicles of normal

science. On the one hand, they are windows revealing new actors in the history of sci-

ence: audiences, publishers, printers, and the silent crowd of unknown authors partic-

ipated in the construction of science. On the other hand, this window sheds new light

on the relation between teaching and research practices: textbooks played an important

role in discipline-building and in creating theories. The price to be paid for opening

these new avenues for the history of science is to study textbooks as objects of research

for their own sake. The window glass is not transparent. Textbooks are intrinsically

complex because of their multiple identities. As material objects, they are one of the

various “paper tools” employed in many scientific practices. As commercial items, they

are subjected to the constraints of the market. As educational tools, they are shaped and

reshaped by local or national traditions and their ethnic, religious, and political roots.

Textbooks can also be considered instruments of professionalization and mediators

between scientific communities and the society at large. For all these reasons, textbooks
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offer historians a rich resource for studying the production of new scientific knowledge

and new generations of scientific practitioners.
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